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It’s a “Brand” New Day
It’s hard to believe that a year has passed since I took the helm as CEO at Millennium Trust—time really does fly by when you are
having fun! This year has been marked by growth and change for us here at Millennium Trust, and we have devoted much energy
to providing our clients with outstanding service for virtually any of their custody needs.
When I started at Millennium Trust in 2002, we had fewer than 30 employees and 5,000 accounts. Today, we have more than
250 employees and 500,000 accounts. Those numbers indicate to me that we are doing things right, and that our clients like
working with us.
One significant project we have been working on this past year is refining our brand identity, and I am pleased to share with you
our new brand story. It’s a story that is rooted in our history, addresses our evolving business, and highlights the strengths our clients
value. On the following pages you’ll learn more about the details, but in this space I want to focus on what this brand means to
you, our clients.
A brand is not just about the logo or colors we choose for websites and advertisements. It’s what we stand for, and who we are.
To get a clear picture of how we are perceived in the marketplace, we spoke with the two key groups that define our success: our
team at Millennium Trust, and our clients.
I work with my colleagues at Millennium Trust every day, and see how dedicated and passionate they are to serve the needs of our
clients, and find creative, technology-driven solutions to new challenges. But what was most eye-opening—and rewarding, for
me—was having that confirmed through the voices of our clients.
We listened to you. And we took that feedback and used it to help refine our brand. You told us that one of our biggest strengths
is that we are extremely responsive to our clients’ needs and provide excellent service. You also told us that you value our
expertise, and the access we provide to assets and your investments. Most of all, we heard that you value us as an ally you can
count on, and that is what motivates us each and every day.
We are proud that you trust us for your custody needs. We value that relationship,
and our promise to you will continue to be to provide you with unmatched service,
secure and easy access, and trusted expertise. Thank you for your continued business,
and we look forward to growing with you in the future.
Thank you for being a client! Please feel free to send questions or comments
to us at info@mtrustcompany.com.

Gary Anetsberger, CEO

Millennium Trust Introduces New
Brand Identity
Millennium Trust is excited to launch its new brand identity and
tagline—“Above and Beyond CustodySM”. The new brand identity
highlights Millennium’s role as a trusted ally to its clients, and reflects
the continued growth and evolution of its business.
Millennium Trust’s new brand identity was developed based on
extensive client and stakeholder research, its deep-rooted history of
delivering innovative solutions as well as the evolving business needs
in the marketplace.
“Why is this important to me?” you might ask.
A brand is more than just a logo; it’s a promise. It’s a promise for how
Millennium Trust conducts its business, and the kind of things you can
expect from us. Our brand consists of three “pillars”—or promises—
that we make to all of our clients:
 ERVICE – Both behind the scenes and by your side, we
S
collaborate with you to find the right solution. We are
always ready when you need us.
 CCESS – We understand it’s important to have simple,
A
straightforward access to investments and related custody
services.
 XPERTISE – Our firm brings 17 years of leading
E
experience in specialized custody services, and our team
brings a wealth of know-how and insight to understanding
the challenges you face.
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Our business continues to grow, but our brand truly reflects who we
are, and what you can expect from Millennium Trust.
“What changes will I notice?” you might ask.
You’ll notice our new tagline—Above and Beyond Custody—in more
places. And we hope that is a reminder to you not just of the
exemplary support you receive, but also the straightforward access
and wealth of experience that we provide to meet your custody needs.
You also may notice that we have changed the names of our two
primary business lines. When we took a step back and looked at our
business, we realized that after years of growth and expansion to
better serve our clients, the old names didn’t accurately reflect the
scope of the service offerings anymore.
• Custody Services, formerly the Alternative Solutions Group, will

continue to be spearheaded by Managing Director Tom Daley. This
group’s primary solutions include Fund Custody (formerly Private Fund
Custody) and Investor Custody. Custody Services’ focus remains on
addressing the continued demand for more investment options in both
traditional and alternative assets to build diversified portfolios.
• Retirement Services, formerly the Rollover Solutions Group, continues

to be led by Managing Director Terry Dunne. The new name more
accurately communicates the robust services offered beyond rollover
solutions, including uncashed checks, payroll deducted IRAs
and more.
Quite honestly, we hope you won’t notice a drastic difference at all.
This new brand is more of a subtle shift than a drastic departure
because it is a true reflection of who we are: an ally you can count on
to go above and beyond.

Alternatives to the Traditional:
Real Estate

Millennium Alternative Investment
Network® Adds New Platforms

Virtually any financial advisor will tell you that a diverse portfolio is
crucial to the success of any long-term investment strategy. Having a
mix of stocks and bonds has long been the traditional approach, but
investors and their advisors are increasingly looking towards
alternative investments for added diversification.

We are excited to announce the addition of two new platforms,
providing investors expanded access to alternative investments.
These two additions to MAIN bring the total of participating platforms
to 17. Visit our website at mtrustcompany.com/MAIN for more
information.

Real estate may be an option that you and your financial advisors
consider for a long-term investment strategy. Real estate can take many
forms, including various types of properties, private funds or even real
estate development companies.
Millennium Trust provides you with access to a variety of real estate
investments through Self-Directed Real-Estate IRAs. Options include:
Direct Investment

Real Estate
FUNDRISE
Provides access to low-fee, commercial real estate investing.

 ou can purchase various types of real estate properties
Y
through a self-directed IRA. This can include rental,
commercial or other kinds of real estate.
Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITS)
R EITS are essentially mutual funds that invest in incomeproducing real estate, and each follows its own
investment strategy. Most REITS are traded publicly on
stock exchanges, but some are accessible privately.
Real Estate Investment Platforms

Managed Futures
GEMINI ALTERNATIVE FUNDS, LLC GALAXY PLUS
Serves as a Managed Account Platform for futures strategies as
well as servicing traditional hedge fund strategies.


Sometimes
referred to as crowdfunding, these platforms
allow you to access a wide variety of investment assets.
Several of these platforms that invest in real estate are
accessible to you through the Millennium Alternative
Investment Network®.
Investing in real estate with an IRA can be complex, so you should
always work with your financial advisor and/or accountant to avoid
potential pitfalls. Millennium Trust has the knowledge and expertise to
provide account custody if you decide to invest a portion of your IRA
funds in real estate, and can work with you and your advisor to help
provide access to different investment vehicles. To learn more,
visit mtrustcompany.com.

FIND ALTERNATIVE ASSETS WITH MAIN ®
The Millennium Alternative Investment Network provides
a centralized online service that makes it easy to find and
custody alternative assets.

 illennium Trust Company performs the duties of a directed custodian, and as such does not provide due diligence to third parties on prospective investments, platforms,
M
sponsors or service providers and does not sell investments or provide investment, legal, or tax advice. The information on each Platform was provided by that Platform.
Millennium is not recommending or endorsing any Platform or investment accessible through MAIN. Millennium, as a directed custodian, does not sell investments or
provide investment, tax or legal advice. Millennium is not affiliated with any Platform, investment or investment sponsor. Investors are advised to evaluate the quality and
reliability of their investment choices, and consult their own investment, tax or legal advisors before investing in any alternative asset.
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New Fee Schedule Effective April 1, 2017
In order to simplify the pricing for the custody of alternative assets, a new fee schedule went into
effect on April 1, 2017. We have restructured our pricing to accommodate holding multiple
assets within the same account to make it easier for you to diversify your portfolio. This includes the
introduction of pricing for assets purchased through the Millennium Alternative Investment
Network.
A primary change was a shift to lower annual account fees and higher asset holding fees. This
more accurately reflects the resources we utilize in holding and administering the custody of
various types of alternative assets.
Additional details and explanation of the fee changes were posted on our website and sent to
our clients in March, with a copy of our complete fee schedule for reference. If you have
questions regarding these changes, please call our client service team at 800.618.6177 or
email them at alternatives@mtrustcompany.com.

Important Reminders
The following is a helpful reminder of the specific documentation to complete and actions to
take in order to successfully meet IRS deadlines for 2017. Please note that Millennium Trust must
receive written directions and completed forms in good order with sufficient time allowed for
processing prior to deadlines.
MAY 31, 2017:	
IRS deadline for Millennium to send 5498 and 5498-SA tax documents to
IRA account holders.
OCT. 1, 2017:

Last day deadlines to do the following:

• Last effective date for the establishment of a SIMPLE IRA for the current year, provided the plan

sponsor did not previously maintain a SIMPLE IRA plan. If a SIMPLE IRA plan was previously
established, one may be setup effective only on January 1.
• Roth Recharacterization paperwork is due at Millennium. Account holders must have the

completed forms to Millennium Trust with sufficient time allowed for processing before the
October 15th IRS deadline.
OCT. 15, 2017:

ABOUT MILLENNIUM TRUST
We are an expert provider of custody
solutions, committed to the evolving needs
of advisors, financial institutions,
businesses, and individual investors.
total assets under custody

$22.9B
$13.4B
536K
11K
private fund assets

client accounts

unique assets we custody

Data as of March 31, 2017

2001 Spring Road, Suite 700
Oak Brook, IL 60523

IRS deadline for the following:

• Recharacterize IRA contributions for the previous year (with a filing extension, or if you filed

your taxes by April 15th)
• Remove excess IRA contributions for the previous year (with a filing extension;

please notify Millennium)
OCT. 30, 2017:	Deadline for the plan to send SIMPLE IRA summary descriptions

For more information, visit us at mtrustcompany.com or call us at 800.258.7878
Millennium Trust Company performs the duties of a directed custodian, and as such does not provide due diligence to third parties on prospective
investments, platforms, sponsors or service providers and does not sell investments or provide investment, legal, or tax advice.
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